
Release Notes for Ignite v11.1.1

Bug fixes

[IGN-7811] Bitcentral clip ID can not be resolved by Ignite 

Ignite may now be configured so that the Bitcentral driver is able to resolve the clip ID.

[IGN-8006] Parameterized .iqt file for Kayak RAM event only displays default value when it is part of a

rundown import

Ignite now shows the proper values defined in the rundown, when it is imported.

[IGN-8130] A Katalyst profile may not be loaded after a Katalyst device is disabled (unchecked) in

Ignite Device Configuration

Katalyst profiles can now be loaded even if the profile contains a Katalyst device that has been disabled in the Ignite Device
Configuration. 

[IGN-7958] CG icon shows no function on timeline after the rundown imported event is modified in

PT(Persistent Template) on vertical playlist

Ignite now shows the proper CG event icon based on the modification made on Vertical playlist. In addition, changes made in the NRCS
client are not seen in Ignite until the rundown is reloaded.

[IGN-7959] Autoserver routing for a switcher event does not work properly after the event is modified

in PT (Persistent Template) on vertical playlist

The Autoserver routing now works properly for a switcher event after the event is modified in PT on vertical playlist.

[IGN-8241] TME synchronizer may terminate unexpectedly after the installation of Ignite

 The TME synchronizer service now starts correctly after the installation of Ignite

[IGN-8263] Video/thumbnail status is not displaying properly all of the time once event is prepped

The video thumbnail will always remain and the clip status are showing correctly.

New features and Enhancements

Ignite Snapshot Tool Enhancement

The Ignite Snapshot tool now supports export and import of the library of Ignite Events.

Sony Switcher Enhancement

Ignite now allows the user to specify the number of ME Banks that are present on the . This information isSony XVS-7000 switcher
entered in the Configuration and Device Setup dialog.



Event Builder Enhancement

In Event Builder the user is prevented from attempting to load and save Events while Ignite is initializing. 
Multiple improvements regarding machine control events  

Klozt Enhancement

Added the Klotz MADI feature in Klotz Audio driver.
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